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Consuelo's Taqueria 

"Authentic Mexican"

A favorite of Manchesterites, locals gush about the fresh ingredients, cute

interior, and authentic flavor. Decorated in bright colors and woods, the

interior is neat but also unique, not so formulaic as many chain

restaurants. Like any taqueria worth its salt, Agua de Horchata, a rice-milk

drink and a hibiscus water, Agua de Jamaica. Enchiladas, quesadillas,

sandwiches, and nachos are all on the menu, as is flan for dessert. For

those who like a good beer with their food, Mexican beer as well as wine

coolers are on hand.

 +1 603 622 1134  www.consuelostaqueria.com/  36 Amherst St, Manchester NH

 by Gail Frederick   

Red Arrow Diner 

"One of the Best in the Nation"

Truly a legend around Manchester, the Red Arrow Diner is a must for any

and all diner lovers. Ranked as one of the top ten diners in the United

States by USA Today, the place has as much personality as it has good

and delicious food. Not only do major newspapers rank it as a favorite, but

the likes of Senator Hilary Clinton, Ty Pennington, and the Barenaked

Ladies have all had a bite at the Red Arrow. And with name plates on the

booth, you will know exactly who sat in the same seat as you, giving you a

brush with fame! Open 24 hours, the diner serves all meals at all times of

the day. So whether you are looking for a stack of waffles with peanut

butter and chocolate chips in the evening, or a veggie burger early in the

morning, the Red Arrow can serve you. The diner has its own line of soda,

try the Cream Soda. The Chicken Fingers have an extra spice making

them extra juicy and delicious. A wide selection of pies rounds out the

menu with fruit and cream pies, as well as “fingers” which are a lot like

Twinkies only in a different dimension entirely.

 +1 603 626 1118  www.redarrowdiner.com/  carols@RedArrowDiner.co

m

 61 Lowell St, Manchester NH

900 Degrees Neapolitan Pizzeria 

"Made Like in Naples"

Not content with pizza in the modern age, 900 Degrees Pizzeria uses the

pizza-making techniques born in Naples, Italy long ago. The recipe for the

dough is "authentic" and all pizzas are cooked in a wood-fired oven to add

shades to the taste. This oven's average temperature is, you guessed it,

900 degrees Fahrenheit. That's a hot pizza! The thin crusted pizzas come

in flavors like "Vesuvio" with fresh mozzarella, roasted peppers, ricotta,

and prosciutto. For those very few who don't like pizza, other entrees such

as Red Pepper Panini and Tuscan Ribeye Steak are available.

 +1 603 641 0902  www.900degrees.com/  50 Dow Street, Manchester NH
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 by JFXie   

Chez Vachon 

"A Franco-Canadian Heritage"

To splurge on delicious cheese-dripping Canadian-French pizzas, crispy

French fries and classic poutine, Chez Vachon is the ultimate destination.

Located across the river in downtown Manchester, this quaint restaurant

with basic decor, exudes a Canadian charm, and is one of the most

popular joints for budget travelers and street-food hunters. Chez Vachon

is ideal for a brunch with friends or a light dinner with family. Beer and

wine are served at subsidized rates. Also, the restaurant is accessible to

the less mobile.

 +1 603 625 9660  136 Kelley Street, Manchester NH

 by divya_   

Cactus Jacks 

"Tex-Mex Mayhem"

If Tex-Mex is what you wish to savor, Cactus Jacks is the place you want

to be, offering a wide range of Mexican and country style dishes that are

sure to leave you craving for more even after a full-course meal. The

ambiance is vibrant and full of color, just like their food which is presented

in a way that stimulates your visual senses. Some of their specialties

include Espinaca Con Queso, Cj's Trail Nachos, Southwestern Sampler,

Seafood Gumbo and the Crispy Haddock Tacos. Alcoholic drinks are

available here.

 +1 603 627 8600  cjsgreatwestgrill.com/  info@cactusjacksnh.com  782 South Willow Street,

Manchester NH
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